November 2nd 2007

Sermon: Is Quran the messenger or the message? Part 2
Role of the human messenger according to the message of God in the Quran
I seek refuge in ALLAH from satan the rejected.
In the name of ALLAH, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
This is a continuation of the same subject I started 2 weeks ago. You will hear many verses on different
topics from the Quran clarifying and proving conclusively that the Quran is not a messenger to the
people, but is a messenger to the human messenger. Moreover, the human messengers compliment the
teachings of the Quran, and without them, the people cannot believe in the entire Scripture, nor is their
belief accepted by GOD. A substantial number of verses can only be implemented during the life of the
messenger. One of the facts that stand out from the Quran in what GOD has laid out for the people is that He
does not communicate with the people except through His authorized and appointed messengers nor does
He reveal the future to anyone except to His messengers.
GOD DOES NOT COMMUNICATE WITH PEOPLE
WITHOUT MESSENGERS
Although the Quran is here on earth and available in the bookstores, the SYSTEM of GOD involves the
appointment of human messengers in order for GOD to communicate with the human beings and to deliver
His messages. He appoints such messengers from among the angels as well as from among the humans, as
the following verses inform us.
22:75 GOD chooses from among the angels messengers, as well as from among the people. GOD
is Hearer, Seer.
7:35 O children of Adam, when messengers come to you from among you, and recite My revelations
to you, those who take heed and lead a righteous life, will have nothing to fear, nor will they grieve.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 18 and 17, the diff. is 1, glory be to Allah.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 25 and 44, the diff. is 19, praise be to Allah.
These were the most important verses in outlining the system of GOD to send messengers from among the
angels as well as the human beings. The awesome “Revelations of 1 and 19” through Allah’s letters and
the messenger’s letters leaves no doubt about the Truth of GOD’S Words and reveal the Ultimate Miracles
to support the truth of the verses. Note that these verses are applicable for all times from the beginning of
the human race till the Day of Judgment. This defeats the hypocrites assertion that the Quran is the
messenger.
7:36 As for those who reject our revelations, and are too arrogant to uphold them, they have incurred
Hell, wherein they abide forever.
Revealed: The Allah letters are sacredly marked as 19 for the rejectors of God’s revelations,
promising them the punishment of HELL for their arrogance in rejecting His messengers.
42:51 No human being can communicate with GOD except through inspiration, or from behind a
barrier, or by sending a (human) messenger through whom He reveals what He wills. He is the
Most High, Most Wise.
42:52 Thus, we inspired to you (the messenger) a revelation proclaiming our commandments.
You had no idea about the scripture or the faith. Yet, we made this a beacon to guide whomever we
choose from among our servants. Surely, you guide in a straight path.
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42:53 The path of GOD, to whom belongs everything in the heavens and everything on earth.
Absolutely, all matters are controlled by GOD.
GOD DOES NOT REVEAL THE FUTURE TO ANYONE
EXCEPT HIS MESSENGERS
3:179 (Part) Nor does GOD inform you of the future.
3:179 (Part) But GOD bestows such knowledge upon whomever He chooses from among His
messengers.
Revealed: the messenger’s letters are 14 and 15, the diff. is 1.
Revealed: The Allah letters for both parts are 19 – GOD’S control of knowledge of the future.
The prophet Muhammad was specifically informed by GOD through the verses that He will not know, nor
will he be given any knowledge about the future; thus he clearly understood the revelations and never tried
to comment on the future. He thus obeyed his Lord and knew that
subsequent messengers after him will be endowed with the tasks assigned by the Lord. In the part of verse
saying: Nor does GOD inform you of the future – this applied to Muhammad and it also applies to the
human beings in general who are not blessed with GOD’S revelations. The 2nd part of the verse above
clarifies that the knowledge of the future is reserved for those chosen by GOD to be messengers. The next
part of the verse therefore comes with the sound advice and command of GOD to believe in His messengers.
The disbelievers are blind and fail to see that GOD’S grammar is perfect in pointing out the plurality of the
word “messengers” rather than “messenger.” This by itself proves that Muhammad was not the last
messenger as proclaimed by the idolaters and the disbelievers of the Quran. Muhammad believed that future
messengers will be sent by GOD at His will, as the script of the verse and the mathematical miracle will
prove so.
3:179 (Part) Therefore, you shall believe in GOD and His messengers.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8, and the messenger’s letters are 9, the diff. is 1. It is proven as
GOD has stated, that one of the future messengers whose name is not mentioned in the Quran but is
encoded within the verses as a Miracle is Makbool Husain, whose name letters bear the
“Revelation of 1” in combination with ALLAH letters. This kind of knowledge from the Quran was
reserved for myself as a future messenger, and the people in Muhammad’s time and afterwards had
no idea about it. Glory be to my Lord.
72:26 He is the Knower of the future; He does not reveal the future to anyone.
72:27 Only to a messenger that He chooses, does He reveal from the past and the future, specific
news.
Revealed: The Allah letters for both verses are 22, my letters are 36, the diff. is 14. The Miracle
of the Seven Pairs was reserved for the future after Muhammad and Rashad, which GOD has
unveiled through me with the knowledge and the wisdom behind such revelations.
72:26 (Part) He does not reveal the future to anyone.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7, and the messenger’s letters are 7 – the miracle of the Seven Pairs
was specifically reserved for me though I was unaware till GOD revealed it to me, glory be to Allah.
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72:27 Only to a messenger that He chooses, does He reveal from the past and the future, specific
news.
72:28 This is to ascertain that they have delivered their Lord's messages. He is fully aware of what
they have. He has counted the numbers of all things.
Revealed: the messenger’s letters are marked to be 24 and 25, the diff. is 1 – the Miracle of the
“Revelation of 1” proves that everything in the Universe has been initiated and created by ALLAH,
who is ONE and ALONE, and has the Absolute Authority and Control over all things. This Miracle
was destined to be revealed through this messenger, as the built-in proofs of the Most Wise reveal.
The Quran cannot be a messenger by itself capable of revealing such proofs and revelations to
individual human beings; these are revealed by GOD through the human messengers. The clear
markings of “Revelation of the Seven Pairs” as well as the “Revelation of 1” should remove all
doubts about GOD’S system of revelations through human messengers.
Messengers have always been sent by GOD to various communities in the past and in our times. The law
of sending human messengers to the Children of Adam is applicable and valid till the Day of Judgment.
6:42 We have sent (messengers) to communities before you, and we put them to the test through
adversity and hardship, that they may implore.
16:63 By GOD, we have sent (messengers) to communities before you, but the devil adorned their
works in their eyes. Consequently, he is now their lord, and they have incurred a painful retribution.
64:5 Have you noted those who disbelieved in the past, then suffered the consequences of their
decision? They incurred a painful retribution.
64:6 This is because their messengers went to them with clear proofs, but they said, "Shall we follow
humans like us?" They disbelieved and turned away. GOD does not need them; GOD is in no need,
Praiseworthy.
All the messages of GOD from the previous scriptures as well as from the Quran are delivered through
His messengers, as stated in the following verses.
40:70 They are the ones who have disbelieved in the scripture (the Quran), and in the messages we
have sent with our messengers. Therefore, they will surely find out.
28:45 But we established many generations, and, because of the length of time, (they deviated). Nor
were you among the people of Midyan, reciting our revelations to them. But we did send
messengers.
5:70 We have taken a covenant from the Children of Israel, and we sent to them messengers.
Whenever a messenger went to them with anything they disliked, some of them they rejected, and
some they killed.
5:71 They thought that they would not be tested, so they turned blind and deaf, then GOD
redeemed them, but then many of them turned blind and deaf again. GOD is Seer of everything they
do.
Those who are bent on repeating the crime of blasphemy against GOD remain unaware of their pledges
and covenants made with Him during their first life in Paradise. The life on earth is the second chance
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granted to the people by GOD to prove their pledges and covenants by upholding all of His commands
given through the previous scriptures and now through the Quran. Those who reject GOD’S Absolute
Authority will surely disbelieve, reject, oppose and ridicule GOD’S messengers. There are many verses on
this criminal behavior of the hypocrites and the disbelievers. They rejoice in challenging GOD and His
Authority while being unaware that He controls everything and knows their decisions to disbelieve even
before they make them.
15:10 We have sent (messengers) before you to the communities in the past.
15:11 Every time a messenger went to them, they ridiculed him.
15:12 We thus control the minds of the guilty.
15:13 Consequently, they cannot believe in him (the human messenger). This has been the
system since the past generations.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 133 = 7 x 19 – the Sacred Codes.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 133, and of my letters is 566, the diff. is 433. This reveals the
mathematical value of “Lord of the Universe.” Glory be to Allah.
The system decreed by GOD is pre-known to Him. He knows that the overwhelming majority of the jinns
and the humans will blaspheme His Authority by rejecting His messengers. Verse 15:13 specifically talks
about the “system since the past generations.” Therefore, the Proof of the Highest Order was revealed
through the letters of Allah and the current messenger with a precise value which reflected the Absoluteness
encompassed through the words: Lord of the Universe, 433. This is to warn the disbelievers and the
hypocrites about their challenge and crime against GOD, and to assure the hearts of the believers who
readily follow whatever He reveals.
The great and solid proof of 433 is carried over and “linked” with a profound pair of verses
advocating reverence for GOD by obeying His human messenger. Again, you will see the consistency of
GOD’S revelation through the inclusion of the name letters of the current messenger, Praise be to Allah.
26:178-179 I am an honest messenger to you. You shall reverence GOD, and obey me.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 131, and of my letters is 564, the diff. is 433
The truthful history and the basis behind the general disbelief prevalent in the humans is narrated in
Chapter 72 – The Jinns. The “jinns” who are the offspring of Iblees (satan) reject GOD’S Absolute
Authority, except for those who are guided by GOD, and are the ones who initially promulgated the
falsehood that GOD will not send another messenger or message. This is because satan (Iblees) does not
like the human beings to receive GOD’S messages, fearing that they will believe in Him and follow His
laws. This historic fact is narrated by the Most Merciful in Chapter 72, whereby some jinns who were
directed by GOD to listen to the Quran recited by Muhammad (prophet and messenger of GOD) believed,
and then admitted the falsehood and lies propagated by them against GOD and His System. These verses
reveal the fact that the jinns have firmly planted the falsehood amongst the human beings not to believe in
GOD’S messengers. Additionally, the verses inform us that the concept and falsehood of calling Jesus the
son of GOD was also propagated by the Jinns to associate partners with Him, to disprove the monotheism
(ONENESS) of the Almighty ALLAH, and to create doubts.
Do not forget that Adam was led astray in Paradise by Iblees through his false promises. Iblees enticed
Adam to disobey GOD’S command by trivializing the value of it. GOD allowed Iblees (satan) to be
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successful in sending Adam astray, only to address and remind him of his Covenants after the disobedience
had been committed by him. Adam confessed his sin, asked GOD for forgiveness and repented to Him.
GOD then evicted everyone from Paradise – the jinns and the humans along with the leader of the rebellion,
Iblees.
Later, GOD gave Adam His words to follow and uphold, which he did without following satan anymore.
Consequently, he was redeemed by GOD. This set the precedent for all the human beings after Adam to
know the value of the Absolute Authority of ALLAH, and to prove their faith by following GOD’S
guidance on earth in order to be redeemed by Him.
72:1 Say, "I was inspired that a group of jinns listened, then said, `We have heard a wonderful
Quran.
72:2 It guides to righteousness, and we have believed in it; we will never set up any idols beside our
Lord.
72:3 The Most High is our only Lord. He never had a mate, nor a son.
72:4 It is the foolish among us who used to utter such nonsense about GOD.
72:5 We thought that neither the humans, nor the jinns, could possibly utter lies about GOD.
72:6 Human beings used to seek power through jinn beings, but they only afflicted them with a lot of
adversity.
72:7 They thought, just like you thought, that GOD would not send another (messenger).
NOTE that these are precisely 7 Verses which reflect a great historic fact about the widespread
disbelief of the human beings and of committing idolatry against ALLAH.
The PROOF: From Verses 1 to 7, the Aleefs are encoded to be 56, a multiple of 14.
The PROOF: From Verses 1 to 7, the Allah letters are encoded to be 98, a multiple of 14.
The PROOF: The cumulative continuous count of Allah letters from Verse 1 to Verse 5 are
precisely 66 on the Aleef of ALLAH, thus confirming that ALLAH is 1, His Name is ALLAH, and
that He has the Supreme and Absolute Authority over all His creations.
The PROOF: From Verse 1 to 7, the cumulative letters of my name letters are encoded to be
precisely 128 to match my name, Husain, signifying the “new knowledge” revealed by GOD. This
is a profound Miracle of GOD authorizing the messenger to teach the truth of the Quran to the
people, and to make them aware of the truthful history narrated by the Almighty GOD, such as the
one presented through 72:1 through 72:7.
The 7th Verse of Chapter 72 mentions about the subject of messengers. Therefore, the 14th Verse in the
Chapter is highly important from the viewpoint of proof of the Seven Pairs.
72:14 (Part) Among us are the submitters (Muslims), and among us are the compromisers.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are marked as 19 for this important part of the verse. Those who
do not believe in all of GOD’S messengers are the compromisers who falsely claim to believe in
Quran while rejecting and disputing with the contents and verses of the Quran.
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72:14 Among us are the submitters (Muslims), and among us are the compromisers. As for those
who submitted, they are on the right path.
Revealed: The Verse No. is 14, and the Allah letters are 15, the diff. is 1, glory be to GOD.
Revealed: The Verse No. is 14, and the messenger’s letters are 28, the diff. is 14.
Praise be to GOD.
72:15 As for the compromisers, they will be fuel for Hell (Gehenna).
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are marked to be 14 – the Proof of the Seven Pairs is a grave
warning to the hypocrites who have compromised GOD’S revelations in favor of disbelief in GOD
and His messenger.
Revealed: Both Verses: my name letters are 28 and 14, the diff. is 14 – the Seven Pairs Proof.
Revealed: Both Verses: The Allah letters are (15+9) = 24, my name letters are (28+14) = 42, the
sum of 24 + 42 = 66, revealing the glorified name of ALLAH - AlhamdoLillah.
We now know through the proven message that the humans seek power through the jinn beings and in return
receive a lot of adversity. Why does this happen? It is because they will encourage the humans to violate
GOD’S laws and this only brings chaos and adversity. GOD created all the laws and He controls the good
and the bad behind everything. The violation of His laws only brings the bad results as a consequence.
Obeying His laws brings the blessings, mercy and the goodness from Him. Do the devils and the jinns have
any real influence and power over the human beings to disbelieve in GOD and to disobey His laws or to
send them astray?
The truth is narrated by GOD in 72:6 that the human beings used to seek power through
the jinn beings. In return they only receive a lot of adversity for their disbelief in GOD. But the jinns have
no power to lead astray those who are sincere and devoted to GOD, His system, and His laws through His
Scripture. The following verses will clarify that the role of jinns is limited to influencing and descending
upon the guilty and the fabricators.
26:221 Shall I inform you upon whom the devils descend?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7, my letters are 14 – the Seven Pairs.
26:222 They descend upon every guilty fabricator.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6, and my letters are 7, the diff. is 1
Revealed: Both: The Allah letters are 7 and 6, the diff. is 1---------- Revelation of 1
Revealed: the messenger’s letters are 14 and 7 --------- Revelation of the Seven Pairs.
Note that Verse 26:221 has Allah letters 7, and my letters are 14, providing clear proof on the
limited role of the devils – descending upon the liars and the guilty. The proofs above clearly
establish the fact and the truth that the role of the jinns and the devils is limited to approaching and
corrupting the guilty and the fabricators who do not believe in GOD’S revelations or fabricate lies
against GOD.
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The message and the revelations given to the messengers by GOD cannot be revealed by the devils. It is not
in their interest, nor do they have the control and power to do so. These truthful facts are narrated and
proven through the following pair of verses:
26:210 The devils can never reveal this.
26:212 They neither would, nor could.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 4, the diff. is 1. Praise be to ALLAH, all revelations to all the
messengers at all times in human history have been revealed and authorized exclusively by Him –
the proof of ALLAH’S Absolute Authority in choosing His servants to convey His messages.
Verses 72:1-7 reinforce the fact that the majority of humans are aligned with the jinns in seeking power
through them. This is not the power that is associated with force or strength, as we normally know it. This
“power” is limited to believing and spreading “falsehood, more falsehood, and utter falsehood,” and
blocking out the human minds from “the Truth,” - to the point that they become shameless about their
crime and sin of lying against GOD. After reading and hearing these facts, you will start noticing that the
disbelievers argue without basis, and when faced with the truth of the Quran, they easily lose their temper
and get very upset. They feel cornered by the truth and therefore get aggressive and even violent at times.
They also cherish the fact that they are in the majority which makes them more arrogant and heedless. The
historic fact through Chapter 72 is substantiated further through other verses which tell us that the majority
of humans worshiped the jinns and were believers therein, instead of worshiping ALLAH. This is already
known to the angels who are loyal and ardent supporters and worshipers of GOD and His Absolute
Authority. Note the word “worship” is actually used in the Arabic Text of the Quran, exposing the
hypocrites and disbelievers as worshiping other than ALLAH.
34:40 On the day when He summons them all, He will say to the angels, “Did these people worship
you?”
34:41 They will answer, “Be You glorified. You are our Lord and Master, not them. Instead, they
were worshiping the jinns; most of them were believers therein.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 15 - Perfectly Matched.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 7 and 8, the diff. is 1.
These verses reflected the fact that the angels never issue or issued any command to the people that were not
authorized by GOD, and they always took their commands from the Lord of the Universe. Nor do the
angels follow the commands of the human beings, otherwise the humans would constitute to be their lords
and masters. But the humans did accept and take commands from the jinns; this is proven when they follow
other than GOD’S laws and His Scriptures. The angels are aware of the system of GOD, the Heavenly Feud,
the purpose behind the creation and the ensuing test, and hence their truthful answer to GOD’S question that
the majority of humans worshiped the jinns. When I take or combine parts of the verses regarding the
question asked by GOD to the angels, and the answer given by them glorifying Him, the mathematical
structure reveals the number denoting “Absoluteness – 110” proving the loyalty of the angels in worshiping
GOD ALONE and upholding His Absolute Authority.
34:40 Part: Did these people worship you.
34:41 Part: They will answer, “Be You glorified. You are our Lord and Master, not them.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 7, the diff. is 1 – It is a proven fact that the angels never
disobeyed GOD’S Authority or did anything without His permission – total submission to Him.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for both parts is a PERFECT 110 – a clear proof that the angels
always have upheld GOD’S Absolute Authority and therefore feel concerned for the sincere
believers – even to the extent of imploring GOD for their forgiveness as stated in
40:7-9
A similar set of verses appears whereby the messengers and prophets will be questioned by GOD whether
they misled the people or did they go astray on their own. It is important to note through these verses that
the Quran as a book or as a messenger (as falsely alleged by the hypocrites) will not be questioned by GOD
whether it misled the people, unlike the messengers who delivered the message and preached them will be
asked. This is to shame and humiliate the liars and falsifiers who attribute lies to the messengers or idolized
them against GOD’S commands. The appointed messengers of GOD have never advocated or allowed
idolatry of any kind during their lives. Verses on this subject again discredit the followers of Quran who
have uttered lies that the Quran is the messenger, and they do not need human messengers. Can they not see
and realize that GOD is referring to human messengers through these verses?
25:17 On the day when He summons them, together with the idols they had set up beside GOD, He
will say, "Have you misled these servants of Mine, or did they go astray on their own?"
25:18 They will say, "Be You glorified, it was not right for us to set up any lords beside You. But
You allowed them to enjoy, together with their parents. Consequently, they disregarded the message
and thus became wicked people."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 22 and 23, the diff. is 1 – the essence of the verses is given as:
“that the disbelievers disregarded GOD’S message and enjoyed the worldly life with their parents
and families” and thus became wicked by disbelieving in the messengers’ revealed messages about
the ONE GOD.
Revealed: 25:17 The Allah letters are 22, and the messenger’s letters are 41, the diff. is 19. I am
marked by GOD under this verse through the clear revelation of 19; hence my answer will be as
given in 25:18, which is again marked with my name letters, AlhamdoLillah. My writings and
teachings are evidence of the truth recited and narrated by me during my life.
Revealed: 25:18 The messenger’s name initials are 34, and the letters are 48, the diff. is 14.
25:19 They have disbelieved in the message you have given them, and, consequently, you can
neither protect them from the retribution they have incurred, nor can you help them in any way.
Anyone among you who commits evil, we will commit him to severe retribution.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12, and the Aleefs are 8, revealing the pattern of 128 – the
messenger, Husain.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 33, and the Verse No. is 19, the diff. is 14.
The above revelations through the Sacred Codes have proven that though the messengers will be questioned
and brought forward as witnesses over their people; no blame will be attributed to them nor will they be held
accountable for the disbelief of their people. This kind of questioning in front of the disbelievers will be
meant to shame and humiliate them, and to expose the arrogance displayed by them on earth. The
messengers of GOD are well protected from the liars and those who attributed lies to them, as the next set of
similar verses (10:28-29) will reveal through the wrapped around code of 1221. The messengers resurrected
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on the Day of Judgment will have no idea that some people idolized them, nor were they aware that some
people worshiped them after they departed from earth. You should note that these verses are again
addressed to human messengers and not to the book – Quran.
10:28 On the day when we summon them all, we will say to those who worshipped idols, "We have
summoned you, together with your idols." We will have them confront each other, and their idols
will say to them, "We had no idea that you idolized us.
10:29 "GOD suffices as a witness between us and you, that we were completely unaware of your
worshipping us."
Revealed: The Allah letters are 21 and 12 – when unscrambled, they reveal the profound Code of
1221, which protects and separates the truth narrated by the messengers against the lies and
distortions of the falsifiers.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness wrap the pair of verses, as they are: 13+6 = 19.
The Proofs in this pair of verses of 1221 and 19 are evidence of the fact stated by me that the
messengers are coded in GOD’S Master Record and in His Scriptures. They will be granted
immunity against the lies of the disbelievers. Glory be to Allah.
Revealed: 10:28 is clearly marked with the GV of Allah letters as 178, revealing my first name,
Makbool, as one of the messengers in the Master Record of the Most Praiseworthy.
The GV of Allah letters for both verses is: 178,136 = 14 x 12724
Reverse: 136,178 = 14 x 9727
The Coding of GOD is unique for each set or pair of verses and He has granted me a vast number of
revelations and proofs. This has made it impossible for the imitators and copy-cats to come up with similar
revelations, or to gain a foothold in the Quran, SubhanAllah. The subject of messengers is the most
important subject after acceptance of the truth that GOD is ONE. Therefore, I am going to recite a couple of
verses which inform us that GOD will question the messengers as well as the people who received the
message, on the Day of Judgment. The recognition and acceptance of GOD’S Absolute Authority as ONE
can only be demonstrated and proven by the people by believing in His messengers and in the messages they
bring. Hence, note the numbering of the chapters and verses on the accountability factor.
7:6 Part 1: We will certainly question those who received the message.
Part 2: And we will question the messengers.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 13 and 12, the diff. is 1 – the messengers are coded.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 in the entire verse – the Seven Pairs Code preserves the
profound truth about the messengers.
43:44 You shall steadfastly preach what is revealed to you; you are in the right path.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 19 – signifies approval of the Almighty for the teachings
revealed to me, and preached by me. SubhanAllah.
43:44 This is a message for you and your people; all of you will be questioned.
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Revealed: Both Verses are wrapped around with 14 Allah letters, confirming the Ultimate Miracle
and Message from the Most Gracious.
Note the miracle through the numbering of the verses on: “questioning and accountability”
7:6 The Chapter No. is 7, while the Verse No. is 6, the diff. is 1.
43:44 The Chapter No. is 43, while the Verse No. is 44, the diff. is 1.
This Sacred Numbering of the pair of verses, revealing the “Revelation of 1” both times, far apart from each
other, but on the same subject is clear evidence that the messengers are sent by the ONE GOD, they preach
the message of the ONE GOD, and they proclaim and advocate His Absolute Authority through His
Shahadah, during their lives. Their messages received through the inspiration of GOD, and their zeal and
motivation in His cause does upset the disbelievers who label them as “crazy or magicians.” The subsequent
verse after 43:44 flows directly into 43:45, stating the obvious that the human messengers only advocate
worship of the Most Gracious, and no one else.
43:45 Part 1: Check the messengers we sent before you.
Part 2: Have we ever appointed any other gods – beside the Most Gracious to be worshiped?
Revealed: The Aleefs are 3 and 4, the diff. is 1. The messengers preach the Absoluteness of
ALLAH, and fully comply with His revelations in order to deliver His message.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 123 and 104, the diff. is 19 – the sure confirmation by the
Most Gracious about His messengers who preach and practice the Truth from Him, and advocate
worship of the Most High, the Most Wise.
The next subject will take me to recite verses on the messengers being inspired by the LORD of the
Universe; such verses are again coded to reveal the truth from Him. You will again note that GOD is talking
about human messengers in the Quran, rather than speaking to the Book.
12:109 Part: We did not send before you except men whom we inspired.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14, and the messenger’s letters are 19, the Perfect Coding of the
Sacred Codes of 14 and 19 to prove the system of Inspiration to the messengers.
12:109 Part 1: We did not send before you except men whom we inspired, chosen from the people
of various communities.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 for Part 1, outlining the system based on inspiration.
Part 2: Did they not roam the earth and see the consequences for those before them? The abode of
the Hereafter is far better for those who lead a righteous life. Would you then understand?
Revealed: The Aleefs are 14 for Part 2, revealing the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters for both parts are 25 and 39, the diff. is 14
16:43 Part 1: We did not send before you except men whom we inspired.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 14, and the messenger’s letters are 19 – the Proof of Perfect
Coding of human messengers inspired by the Most Gracious.
Part 2: Ask those who know the Scripture.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7, whereas in Part 1 on inspiration, the Allah letters were 14, thus
revealing the Perfect Coding of the Seven Pairs - another proof of inspiration given to the
messengers.
Revealed: In Part 1, my letters were 19, in Part 2, my letters are 5, the diff. is 14.
Part 2: Ask those who know the scripture,
Part 3: If you do not know.
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 13 and 14, the diff. is 1. Most people do not know that GOD’S
scriptures have always been coded with secret codes, thus making them “protected” from retrieving
the entire truth by the disbelievers, unless they are authorized by Him and believe in all of it without
committing idolatry. Here is the clear example of such a fact:
56:77 This is an honorable Quran.
56:78 In a protected book.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 6 and 6 - Perfectly Matched to reveal the glorified name of
ALLAH, the One who revealed the scripture and controls it. The revelation of such mathematical
coding grants me access to GOD’S Sacred Words. For the ones who are not authorized by GOD, the
Quran remains a protected book. They cannot reveal the hidden and coded messages of ALLAH, nor
can they understand fully or translate it correctly.
56:79 None can grasp it except the sincere.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9, and the messenger’s letters are 9, Perfectly Matched to reveal
the Matching Guidance from ALLAH.
Revealed: The GV of the messenger’s letters is 296, spelling out the word “Messenger – 296” GOD
considers His messengers sincere and worthy of His revelations, as the proof has pointed out.
When GOD refers to the Quran and commands the messenger and the believers to observe it at Fajr (Dawn),
it tells you that the Quran is meant to be read and recited. This command is for all the followers to observe
individually. The Quran cannot recite itself on its own. When you hear the recitation of the Quran on radio,
tape recorder or TV, it is still the human voice reciting the Quran, rather than the Quran reciting on its own.
The importance of fulfilling this command is highlighted through the clear revelation of 1.
17:78 Part: You shall observe the (recitation of) Quran at dawn. (Reciting) the Quran at dawn is
witnessed.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10, and the messenger’s letters are 11, the diff. is 1.
17:78 Part: The Quran at dawn is witnessed.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7, and the messenger’s letters are 7, the Seven Pairs.
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GOD has provided both of the important revelations: The Revelation of 1 as well as the Revelation of the
Seven Pairs, in combination with His letters and those of His messenger. This is a vital proof that human
messengers receive their commands from GOD through His Scriptures. Hence the command to recite the
Quran at dawn for a specific reason, as witnessed above by all of you.
GOD is the WITNESS over His revelations, and the messengers are the witnessed, as the following verse
reveals:
85:3 The Witness and the witnessed.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 3, and the messenger’s letters are 4, the diff. is 1.
Moreover, the messengers being witnesses on the Day of Judgment over their people, they will have the
privilege granted by the Most Merciful to witness the Record of the Almighty regarding the righteous, as the
following verses reveal:
83:21 To be witnessed by those close to Me.
83:22 The righteous have deserved bliss.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 7 and 8, the diff. is 1, SubhanAllah. My Lord has granted
me access to the Glorious Quran in this life, and He reveals that I will be granted similar privilege on
the Day of Resurrection, all Praise be to Allah.
GOD’S religion is only One religion – ISLAM, and His congregation is also One, in which are included His
messengers and the believers. The ones who do not believe in all His messengers are labeled by GOD as
following “disputing religions and factions (sects).” Note the verses and the proofs through comparable
pairs of verses:
21:92 Part: Your congregation is but One congregation.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and the messenger’s letters are 6, the diff. is 1.
23:52 Part: Such is your congregation – One congregation.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7, and the messenger’s letters are 7 – the Seven Pairs Proof
Both of the “Ultimate Revelations” are revealed through clarifying and important verses above. Now
let me recite the entire verses to show you one more time the “Ultimate Proof”
through the letters of the messenger. These verses are sealed with my name letters as
proofs, hence I call them as “Ultimate Miracles”.
21:92 Your congregation is but one congregation, and I alone am your Lord; you shall worship Me
alone.
23:52 Such is your congregation - one congregation - and I am your Lord; you shall reverence Me.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 10 – Perfectly Matched. (See Verse 10:10 as a Miracle)
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 26 and 26 – Perfectly Matched (See Verse 26:26)
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GOD is fully aware of His congregation through His messengers and the believers who followed them –
hence the proofs of Matching letters to reveal the Matching Guidance sent down.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 13 and 14, the diff. is 1 – Praise be to ALLAH for counting
our congregation as the one approved by Him, consistent with His revelation of 1.
NOTE that the messenger’s 14 letters appear in the verse assigned to Chapter 23 – The Believers.
Also the 14 letters of my name are revealed through Verse 52 providing another important proof:
Verse 52 + my name letters 14 = 66, SubhanAllah. The only Chapter that corresponds with the
numbers 52 and 14 is Chapter 14, Abraham in the Quran. Such numbers prove the immense
wisdom and precision of ALLAH to reveal coded messages in latter times so that the intelligent
humans who are reverent of GOD may take heed.
DISPUTING THE ONE CONGREGATION OF ALLAH
– Dividing into Sects:
21:93 (Follow up to 21:92) However, they divided themselves into disputing religions. All of them
will come back to us (for judgment).
23:53-54 (Follow up to 23:52) But they tore themselves into disputing factions; each party happy
with what they have. Therefore, just leave them in their confusion, for awhile.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 15 and 29, the diff. is 14.
Revealed: The Allah letters for all 3 verses on disputing factions and religions are 19, glory be to
Allah, who is fully aware of the criminals who dispute with His revealed messages and messengers.
Note that the actual verses on “one congregation,” 21:92 & 23:52 revealed the “Revelation of 1”
and the verses on “disputing factions and sects” 21:93 & 23:53-54 have revealed the “Revelation
of 14 – Seven Pairs” through the letters of the messenger’s name in both instances. This has
provided a solid stamp and seal of GOD in defining these miracles to be the Ultimate in nature.
The ignorant and the hypocrites argue against GOD’S commands, which include His messengers, their role,
function, and duties as given in the Quran. The falsifiers out of jealousy and ignorance reject these important
commands of GOD and distort the verses without realizing the gross sin incurred by them. They argue
without knowledge, guidance, and the enlightening scripture. When you ask them to prove what they are
uttering from the Quran, they turn their backs and disappear, or lash out at the believers without any basis or
sure knowledge.
22:8 Part 1: Among the people there is the one who argues about ALLAH.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128 - the disbelievers argue with the messenger, 128, to
reject the message of ALLAH, when He has clearly revealed the name of the messenger.
Part 2: Without knowledge, and without guidance.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66 – all knowledge and guidance comes from ALLAH
through His messengers. The word “guidance” is associated and linked with the messengers.
Revealed: The GV of my letters is 128, revealing my name again. The 1st part of the verse
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revealed my name through Allah letters, and the 2nd part reveals my name through my name letters,
SubhanAllah.
Part 2 again: Without knowledge, and without guidance, and without the enlightening scripture.
Coded Scripture – The Hidden Guidance:
The GV of the messenger’s letters is 266 = 14 x 19
The digits of this special number 266 add up to 14 (2+6+6 = 14)
28:50 Part 1: If they fail to respond to you, then know that they follow only their own opinions.
Revealed: my initials are 14, and my letters are 19 – the special coding of 14-19 reveals the
messenger, Makbool Husain, who has been blessed with the Sacred Codes of GOD.
Those who reject the messenger and thereby reject GOD’S Absolute Authority do so because of lack of
guidance and knowledge from the Quran, as mentioned in 22:8. The following verses will bring out what
GOD has referred to in 22:8. It will be revealed clearly that all knowledge and guidance comes only from
ALLAH through His messengers. This fact will be supported with the “Supreme Revelation of 1.”
It will also be revealed clearly that those who reject any messenger of GOD have committed a gross sin and
idolatry, through the “Revelation of 2.” This revelation is another blessing upon the messenger, so that the
people clearly know and understand the difference in worship of 1 GOD, as compared to following idols and
worshiping 2 gods. These revelations are precise, and are the ultimate in clarifying the teachings of GOD.
The Quran by itself cannot expose the hypocrites and the disbelievers, as all the followers of the scripture
claim false justification in their interpretation of the book, unless GOD informs the people through His
messengers, which is the only way to expose the liars and the hypocrites. I will recite 2 different verses –
parts of which contain the important words: without guidance and without knowledge.
28:50 (Part) Who is farther astray than those who follow their own opinions, without guidance
from GOD?
30:29 (Part) Indeed, the transgressors have followed their own opinions, without knowledge.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 11, the diff. is 1 ---------- “Revelation of 1”
Revealed: the messenger’s letters are 16 and 15, the diff. is 1 --- “Revelation of 1”

28:50 (Part) Who is farther astray than those who follow their own opinions, without guidance
from GOD? GOD does not guide such wicked people.
30:29 Indeed, the transgressors have followed their own opinions, without knowledge. Who then
can guide those who have been sent astray by GOD? No one can ever help them.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 23 and 21, the diff. is 2 - “Revelation of 2 gods-idolatry”
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 31 and 33, the diff. is 2 - “Revelation of 2 gods-idolatry”
*** The above Matching Proofs by the Most Wise of the “Revelation of 1” and the “Revelation of
Idolatry-2 gods” through Allah letters and those of the messenger have offered clear proofs to the
followers of the Scriptures to know and realize as to what pleases and satisfies ALLAH and what can
incur His wrath upon them. The teachings through these profound Revelations are specific in pointing
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out the correct meaning of the verses. You have just witnessed GOD’S awesome power and wisdom in
composing, structuring, and encoding the same verses with both of the important revelations to clarify
the application and the meaning of the verses which are in context with His messengers. If, as the
falsifiers proclaim, that the Quran is the messenger, then you would not have known such important
clarifying revelations and meaning of the verses, as seen above. The importance of human messengers
is illustrated through these clarifying revelations. GOD is in full Control over His Words and the true
meaning behind them.
It is clear from the verses above that one cannot argue directly with the book called Quran, as it is
inanimate in the sense that it does not have a voice, but one can argue with the human messenger reciting
the Quran. Note that in Verse 22:8, the verse mentions some people who argue about Allah, and in Verse
28:50, it says that “if they fail to respond to you” – in both instances it implies the human messenger, with
whom the disbelievers can argue or fail to respond to his call to believe. This is a direct reference to
human messengers.
The words “close and closest” are used in the Quran as those righteous people who believed and followed
GOD’S messengers. They will be close to GOD and also the closest to GOD. I present to you 2 sets of
verses in pairs that appear in Chapter 56. Then I will present similar verses that will inform you that you
can be close or closest to the messenger in his life. Note that GOD does not say or use such references about
the QURAN, that the people can be close or closest to it. Rather, He uses such references when it comes to
Him and His messengers.
Those who are close to the messenger are the ones who will be closest to GOD on the Day of Resurrection.
The following profound Revelation of 1 will prove what I have just said:
56:10-11 Then there is the elite of the elite. They are those who will be closest (to GOD).
56:88-89 If he is one who those close to Me. Then joy, flowers, and gardens of bliss.
Revealed: The Allah letters for each set are 8 and 7, the diff. is 1, Glory be to Allah.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters for each set are 21 and 22, the diff. is 1, Praise be to Allah.

56:11 They are those who will be closest (to GOD).
56:88 If he is one of those close to Me.
Revealed: Note that the messenger’s letters are precisely 19 for this pair of verses – a perfect
coding of the Most Merciful. This should give the believers assurance that they can be close to GOD
by following and obeying the messenger who is already pre-marked by GOD, and proven by the
Most Gracious through the verses.

26:214 You shall preach to the people who are closest to you.
Revealed: The Arabic Letters are 19, and the Quranic Initials are 14 – the Perfect Coding of the
Sacred Codes of 19 and 14 in this verse is the message for this messenger whose teachings are
authorized by the Most High and approved by Him. This verse does not mean that I should be
preaching to my relatives and friends only, but it really means that the believers who follow me are
the ones that I should be preaching and paying attention to. They are the ones closest to the
messenger, and thereby closest to GOD for upholding His Absolute Authority.
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Revealed: The Verse No. 214 is 14th from the end of the Chapter, another SIGN of GOD.

26:214 You shall preach to the people who are closest to you.
26:215 And lower your wings for the believers who follow you.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10, and my letters are 24, the diff. is 14 - the Perfect Coding of the
Seven Pairs.

26:215 And lower your wings for the believers who follow you.
26:216 If they disobey you, then say, “I disown what you do.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 5, the diff. is 1 – clear instructions from the Most Wise.
Revealed: Both Verses: The Allah letters are 11, and my letters are 30, the diff. is 19.

26:216 If they disobey you, then say, “I disown what you do.
26:217 And put your trust in the Almighty, Most Merciful.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 6, the diff. is 1 – the Almighty GOD has assured me of His
unconditional support if the believers betray me or turn against me, AlhamdoLillah.
Revealed: Both Verses: The Allah letters are 11, and my letters are 25, the diff. is 14.
You have just witnessed the spontaneous and inspirational revelations of the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14
through the pairs of verses, precisely composed by the Most Wise, Praise be to Allah.
26:216 Part 1: If they disobey you,
Part 2: Then say, “I disown what you do.”
Revealed: The GV of the messenger’s letters are 56 and 408, the diff. is 352. This profound
marking and revelation instructs the messenger to disown those hypocrites who do not obey and
follow him in implementing all the verses of the Quran, or argue with him on any matter. All of this
will constitute disobedience of God’s commands in the Quran regarding His messengers.
Revealed: The Verse is clearly marked with the messenger’s letters 14 – a clear authorization of the
Omnipotent Lord of the Universe.
The preceding clear revelations should enlighten the people as to the ways and means to get close to GOD
and to receive His mercy. Anyone who disobeys GOD and His messenger has gone far astray (see Verse
33:36). Their chance of being redeemed by The Redeemer is slim, unless GOD exercises His Absolute
Authority to forgive them because of special circumstances under which the transgression took place, or the
nature and severity of the sin, as per verse 3:128. This revelation occurs as Chapter No. 3 being the 3rd
messenger from the Quran, and the Verse No. is 128, bearing the name of the messenger – 128. The proofs
within the verse are consistent with the revelations given to me.
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3:128 Part: It is not up to you; He may redeem them.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128 – God’s communication with His messenger.
3:128 Part: Or He may punish them for their transgressions.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 42, a multiple of 14.
3:128 Part 1: It is not up to you.
Part 2: He may redeem them, or He may punish them for their transgressions.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for both parts are 92 and 78, the diff. is 14 – the clear Sign given
to the messenger – the Seven Pairs.
3:128 Part: He may redeem them, or He may punish them for their transgressions.
Revealed: The GV of the messenger’s letters is 162 – the precise value of “Al-Islam - the
submission” reveals that the redemption will depend on which law of Islam the believer
transgressed, whether there was a repetition of the transgression or not, whether the violation was a
gross sin or a minor one, and whether the believer sought forgiveness from GOD or not. All of these
factors will be weighed against any kind of arrogance displayed by the believing person in seeking
forgiveness and offering timely repentance or not. GOD has the sole authority to decide the fate of
every human being. The profound number 162 clarifies matters.
The Quran as a book has no emotions or feelings of its own, but the human messengers do have emotions
and feelings that are created by GOD – a standard trait amongst all human beings. Therefore, there are
verses asking the human messengers not to be saddened by the disbelief and rejection of the disbelievers, as
GOD will deal with them. What is so difficult to understand that GOD is indeed talking and communicating
with the human messengers rather than the Quran with this kind of language?
3:176 Do not be saddened by those who hasten to disbelieve. They never hurt GOD in the least.
Instead, GOD has willed that they will have no share in the Hereafter. They have incurred a terrible
retribution.
18:6 You may blame yourself on account of their response to this narration, and their disbelieving in
it; you may be saddened.
6:33 We know that you may be saddened by what they say. You should know that it is not you
that they reject; it is GOD's revelations that the wicked disregard.
10:65 Do not be saddened by their utterances. All power belongs to GOD. He is the Hearer, the
Omniscient.
31:23 As for those who disbelieve, do not be saddened by their disbelief. To us is their ultimate
return, then we will inform them of everything they had done. GOD is fully aware of the innermost
thoughts.
GOD tells us that He did not send messengers who do eat the food and walk in the markets. Is He talking to
Quran which does not need nor eat food nor does the Quran walk in the markets, but is sold in the markets
to buyers who want to read and believe in it or not. The verses on this subject again clarify that GOD is
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talking about the human messengers who have the same needs and perform activities like other humans. All
the past prophets and messengers used to eat the food and go to the markets.
25:7 And they said, "How come this messenger eats the food and walks in the markets? If only an
angel could come down with him, to serve with him as a preacher!"
25:20 We did not send any messengers before you who did not eat food and walk in the markets. We
thus test you by each other; will you steadfastly persevere? Your Lord is Seer.
Revealed: From Verse 7 to Verse 20 are precisely 14 verses – the proof of Seven Pairs.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 30 and 30 - Perfectly Matched.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 38 and 52, the diff. is 14 – the perfect revelation of the
Seven Pairs through the proven pair of such important verses highlights the importance of human
messengers. These verses again prove that the Quran is not the messenger – the messengers are
the humans appointed by GOD to deliver His messages.
25:8 Or, "If only a treasure could be given to him!" Or, "If only he could possess an orchard from
which he eats!" The transgressors also said, "You are following a bewitched man."
Note the wording used in the verses. GOD is clearly talking about human messengers by mentioning the
words uttered by the disbelievers such as - the treasure to be given to him, to possess an orchard from which
he could eat, and lastly following a bewitched man, reinforces the truth of the Quran that the messengers are
human, and not the book. The disbelievers and hypocrites are wrong on this count also, and have been
clearly exposed as such.
25:9 Note how they called you all kinds of names, and how this led them astray, never to find their
way back.
25:10 Most blessed is the One who can, if He wills, give you much better than their demands gardens with flowing streams, and many mansions.
17:47 We are fully aware of what they hear, when they listen to you, and when they conspire
secretly - the disbelievers say, "You are following a crazy man."
17:48 Note how they describe you, and how this causes them to stray off the path.
The above verses again infer to the human messengers who are called names by the disbelievers and they
say to those who believe that they are following a crazy man. The Quran as a book and a message has no
need for mansions and gardens with flowing streams, but the human messengers can certainly enjoy them
just like other humans, if GOD blessed them with such provisions. The disbelievers are again describing the
human messengers as crazy and calling them names for reciting and following the Quran, rather than the
Quran itself.
The God whom we worship is ALLAH - the One who decreed the Quran for all the people to believe and
follow. He is the One who will summon all the humans on the Day of Resurrection.. We cannot physically
see Him during our earthly life, but we can follow His specific instructions given in the Quran, as
commanded by Him. According to the Word of my LORD, He tells me and all of you the following:
7:196 ALLAH is my only Lord and Master; the One who revealed this scripture. He protects the
righteous.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 16, and the Aleefs are 5 – the Pattern of 165 represents the
Absoluteness of ALLAH, who revealed the Quran initially to Muhammad and
then to the subsequent messengers, glory be to Him.
Those who refuse to believe in the system of messengers and the subsequent revelations of GOD
are guilty of idolatry, as proven by comparing the next verse on idols through the messenger’s name letters.
7:196 ALLAH is my only Lord and Master; the One who revealed this scripture. He protects the
righteous.
7:197 “As for the idols you set up beside Him, they cannot help you, nor can they help themselves.”
Revealed: Both Verses: The Aleefs are 5 and 4, the diff. is 1 – GOD IS ABSOLUTE, and has no
partners. He reveals His messages and revelations through His human messengers.
Revealed: The GV of the letters of the messenger are 504 and 856, the diff. is 352, a Perfect Number
to reveal the GV of QURAN (352). To reveal His messages from the Quran, GOD chooses and
authorizes human messengers, who are His servants in relaying the messages. Those who refuse to
believe and follow the human messengers have set up idols beside ALLAH, and they blasphemed
His Absolute Authority.
*** This is the 1st example of the role of the human messenger – while the message is already encoded
within the Quran, the book cannot reveal on its own, till ALLAH authorizes it to a human messenger
through the same book.
7:196 ALLAH is my only Lord and Master; the One who revealed this scripture. He protects the
righteous.
28:85 Surely, the One who decreed the Quran for you will summon you to a predetermined
appointment. Say, “My Lord is fully aware of those who uphold the guidance, and those who have
gone far astray.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are (16+22) = 38, and my letters are (23+34) = 57, the diff. is 19
*** The guidance mentioned in 28:85 refers to the one sent through the current messenger at this time, as
revealed through the Coded Proof of 19 between GOD and His messenger.
GOD tells us that He did not send any messengers who did not eat the food and walk in the markets. There
are many verses asking the human messengers to “Say or Proclaim” whatever GOD wants them to say or
proclaim through the verses. Surely, GOD is not asking the Quran to say or proclaim it to the people on its
own, as it has no voice. These verses are meant for the human messengers. How can the disbelievers and
the hypocrites disregard so many verses while claiming to believe in the Quran? Their evil schemes are preknown to GOD, and He will judge among them on the Day of Resurrection. You will hear more verses on
the subject of “say or proclaim” later on in other parts of the sermon, God willing.
*** Please be sure to read Part 3 of the Sermon after a few weeks.
Peace be upon the messengers.
PRAISE AND GLORY BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
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